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Call for Pricing

Schumacher croplifters are renowned worldwide 
for their quality and longevity. That is why all major 
combine manufacturers equip their headers with 
original Schumacher croplifters. Together with constant 
improvements, years of design innovations and using 
the best available specialty steels, SCH always assures 

a quality product. All Schumacher croplifters are 
designed for the optimal fit to each header. In addition, 
the croplifter connection and connecting spool allow for 
additional fine adjustments. The result is the optimal fit to 
suit your harvest conditions.

SCH CROPLIFTERS

ASK Series Croplifters
• slimProfile prevents the reel tines from getting caught when reversing the reel.

• Improved concave sliding skid allows for better sliding dynamics.

• Look for the SCH stamp, made to the highest standards.

• Unique spring clip secures the croplifter to the guard at three different heights.

• Mounting bracket allows the croplifters to be mounted or taken off in seconds.
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SCH CROPLIFTERS

What Croplifter Do I Need?

SCH Easy Cut Guard

Measurement 
“A”

Distance from the tip 
of the guard to the 
center of the guard 

mounting bolt.

Grain Croplifters

Forged Guard

The different types of croplifters are based on the guard that is used on each machine. Matching 
the correct croplifter for each guard helps ensure the optimal mounting and performance of the 
croplifter. Using the incorrect croplifter can result in extra wear and possible loss of the croplifter. 

The information below can help in determining which croplifter is correct for each guard.

SCH  
PART NO.

CROPLIFTER  
MODEL

MEASUREMENT “A”

INCHES MM

13549.02 ASX-100/5 5.4” - 5.8” 138mm - 146mm

16445.04 ASK-100 5.7” - 6.0” 145mm - 153mm

16587.04 ASK-120 6.1” - 6.4” 154mm - 163mm

16589.04 ASK-127 6.5” - 6.7” 164mm - 170mm

PART NO. DESCRIPTION

13549.02 Croplifter ASX-100/5 (JD 200/900 with OEM guards)

16445.04 Croplifter ASK-100 (fits SCH guards) guards 5.7`- 6.0 long

16587.04 Croplifter ASK-120 (6.1-6.4 long)

16588.03 Croplifter ASK-121 (fits Case IH guard 334305A1 & 87442324)

16589.04 Croplifter ASK-127 (fits MacDon OEM)guards 6.5-6.7 long

10181.03 Croplifter CM-300 (universal croplifter)

10142.05 Croplifter AS-100/2 JD Yellow (fits JD guard H213405 & H229539)

10658 Sch Spool Fastener, reuired to install croplifters (10mm Bolt)

10237 Sring Clip for Croplifter

10658

10237

ASK Series
Croplifter


